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Children’s Activity Books

Explore Alaska
Janice J. Schofield
A fun-filled, fact-packed Alaskan activity book for the entire family.
Discover Alaska’s plants, places, animals, history, and cultures. Join
Sourdough and Grandmother for insights into animal biology and Native
life. The rhyming text helps your little ones with language learning, and the
prose deepens knowledge of Alaska’s diversity. Find must-see places to visit,
from bird sanctuaries and local festivals to Alaskan mud volcanoes. Tourists,
Alaskans, kids, and elders will all find hours of entertainment with one
hundred pages of coloring, drawing exercises, games, fun facts, and quizzes.
It’s guaranteed to keep kids busy and learning.
Explore Alaska:
Coloring, Games, Activities
Janice Jeanne Schofield
Eaton
Reading age: children and up
8.5 in x 11 in, 106 pages
978-0473540746 Paperback
$14.95 USD

Janice J. Schofield (Eaton) is an author, artist, photographer, poet, and wild
plants teacher. Her books include the classic Discovering Wild Plants (2003),
Alaska’s Wild Plants (revised 2020), The Wonders of Nettles (2021), Beyond
Road’s End (2009), and the children’s picture book A Home for Henry
(2017). Janice spent two decades in Alaska and now resides in New Zealand.

Coloring Cordova

Michael C. Anderson
More than a coloring book, Coloring Alaska’s Cordova is a guide to Cordova
activities, wildlife, and surroundings.
Hand-drawn sketches by Cordova
artist Mike Anderson feature the
town and Prince William Sound’s
beautiful scenery. His art highlights
the many activities that make up life
in Cordova, Alaska. The pictures are
accompanied by descriptions and
interesting facts, making the book
both fun and educational. A map of
the Copper River Delta is included with wildlife symbols and selected page
locations. Coloring Alaska’s Cordova appeals to young and old and is ideal
for both tourists and Alaskans.
Coloring Alaska’s Cordova
Mike Anderson
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: children and up
11 in x 8.5 in, 36 pages
978-1954896055 Paperback
$16.99 USD

Mike Anderson grew up in Western Oregon and acquired art skills from
his parents. He received his B.A. in elementary education from Boise State
University and taught art and ceramics in Idaho until he moved to Cordova
in 1982. Mike creates intricate relief tile artwork featuring scenes of animals
and their natural environment from his studio in Cordova. His stunning
artwork has been commissioned for many public locations.

Children’s Alaska Animals Books

Arctic Dinosaurs of Alaska

Bonnye Matthews
A journey back in time to when dinosaurs left footprints in arctic snow.
Seventy million years ago, dinosaurs lived on the North Slope of Alaska.
This story follows Pakky, a young Pachyrhinosaurus, as she experiences
her first sunless winter and learns about ice and snow. She discovers the
wonders of the yearly cycle of life and migration and learns that even
though the time of light gives way to the time of dark, light always comes
back again. Illustrations are designed for coloring. There is an appendix
filled with facts and educational word games.
Review: “In Arctic Dinosaurs of Alaska, we get to enter into the minds
of Arctic dinosaurs. In the process of imagining their lives, we open a
window into a world unlike anything on Earth today…”
Arctic Dinosaurs of Alaska
Bonnye Matthews
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: 7-12 years
Grade level: 4-6
6.14 in x 9.21 in, 122 pages
978-1-954896-00-0 Paperback
$16.99 USD

Patrick S. Druckenmiller, Ph.D. - Department of Geosciences, University of Alaska Fairbanks

Bonnye Matthews is the author of a series of prehistoric novels and novellas
focusing on the very early peopling of the Americas. Her books include
Ki’ti’s Story (2012), the first of the five books in the Winds of Change Series,
and Integrity, 130,000 BC (2018). According to Grace Cavalieri, host of The
Poet and the Poem radio program from the Library of Congress, she “is
America’s pre-eminent author of prehistoric fiction.”

Growing up in Alaska: A Baby Arctic Tern

Constance Taylor
A photographic story about a baby Arctic Tern who hatches and grows up in
Alaska.
The baby tern has so much to learn: how to eat, how to swim, and how
to care for his feathers. But his greatest wish is to fly. After many days of
practice, trial and failure, he gains the joy of flying with his parents.
The text, photographs, and illustrations create a delightful and
educational story. A teacher’s guide and educational activities are available
for download.

Growing up in Alaska:
A Baby Arctic Tern
Constance Taylor
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: 1 - 12 years
Grade level: K- 6
8 in x 8 in, 36 pages
978-1888215762 Paperback
$10.99 USD

Awards: Eric Hoffer Awards–Children’s Honorable Mention and Grand
Prize Short List, Nautilus Book Silver Award–Children’s Picture Books/
NonFiction, Feathered Quill Bronze Award–Children’s Early Readers,
Reader Views Literary Awards–Children’s Early Reader Honorable
Mention, Independent Publisher Book Silver Award–Best Children’s
Illustrated E-Book.
Constance Taylor is a publisher, author, and photographer who enjoys
watching and photographing Alaska’s birds and wildlife. She was inspired
to write a children’s book after spending a summer photographing an Arctic
Tern family near Anchorage.

Children’s Fiction

Midnight on the Alaska Highway
Constance Taylor
Based on true events, this is the story of
one cat’s remarkable journey.
When a black cat named Midnight
takes a trip on the Alaska Highway, she
experiences lots of new things and finds
plenty of adventure along the way. From
snow and northern lights to being lost
in the wilderness, she returns to her
California home with an unusual story to
tell of her travel adventures in this fullcolor graphic story for children.
Midnight on the Alaska Highway
Constance Taylor
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: children and up
6 x 9 in, 30 pages
978-1-954896-10-9 Paperback
$9.99 USD

Constance Taylor is a publisher, author, and photographer who spends her
spare time watching and photographing Alaska’s birds and wildlife. Growing
Up in Alaska–A Baby Arctic Tern, a photographic story of a tern’s summer,
was her first children’s book.

Luna’s Star

Sheamus Rasch
Soar with one ambitious little owlet as she
reaches for the stars.
When a little owlet named Luna is told
that she can be anything she wants to be
and only the sky is the limit, she takes it to
heart. In this sweet story about dreaming
big, Luna flies higher than any other owl.
With determination and diligence,
she pursues her dream and learns an
important lesson about what matters most.
Awards: 2021 Pinnacle Book Achievement Award for Best Books in
Children’s Interest, 2021 Purple Dragonfly Book Award Contest for best
illustrations, and the NYC Big Book Award 2021 Distinguished Favorites
Childrens-Fiction.
Luna’s Star
Sheamus Rasch
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: 6-9 years
Grade level: K- 6
8.5 in x 8.5 in, 32 pages
978-1888215410 Paperback
$10.99 USD

Sheamus Rasch is a born and raised Alaskan resident with a lifelong passion
for music, cartoons, avians, and helping others. He has been doodling
comics with his friends since grade school. His bright colors and stories
contrast the dark and cold winters of the north. By day, he works as a
Licensed Massage Therapist. Luna’s Star is his first published book.

Children’s Fiction

A Home for Henry

Janice J. Schofield
A read-aloud bedtime tale about a young mouse who heads out into the
world to find his own home.
This storybook is filled with catchy rhymes,
delightful pictures, and the game of ‘finding the crow’
who appears on every page. Enjoy reading it with your
children, and join Henry as he sets out to find a home,
encountering many challenges along the way. How he
handles his problems is a life lesson for kids of all ages.
Henry’s tale is dedicated to the children of the world, in
hopes that they too learn a power song to move them through challenging
times of their life.
A Home for Henry
Janice J. Schofield
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: 3-6 years
Grade level: K-4
8.27 x 8.27 in, 34 pages
978-1981258260 Paperback
$9.99 USD

Janice J. Schofield (Eaton) is an author, artist, photographer, poet, and wild
plants teacher. Her books include the classic Discovering Wild Plants (2003),
Alaska’s Wild Plants (revised 2020), The Wonders of Nettles (2021), Beyond
Road’s End (2009), and the children’s picture book A Home for Henry
(2017). Janice spent two decades in Alaska and now resides in New Zealand.

Penelope’s Hope
Laurie Guderian
A sweet story about a little dog with a big
dream.
Penelope was no ordinary dog. She loved
to play at the park and fetch the mail, but
she also learned to talk and read. She had
big hopes for her future. Ever since she was a
pup, she wanted to be a Groomer when she
grew up–a People Groomer.
Penelope’s Hope is about never giving up on your dreams, even if they
turn out a little different than what you first imagined.
Penelope’s Hope
Laurie Guderian (Author),
Anthony LeBeau (Illustrator)
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: 3-6 years
Grade level: K- 4
8 in x 8 in, 20 pages
978-1888215380 Paperback
$5.99 USD

Laurie Guderian is a retired nurse and avid reader. Her inspiration for
writing comes from her friends in the writing group at the Chugiak Senior
Center. She lives in Eagle River, Alaska, with her husband, Roger, and their
doggy, Sami Jo.
Anthony LeBeau is an illustrator whose art has been described as funny,
whimsical, playful, and detailed. His intention is to create art that entertains.

Alaska Young Adult

A Boy A Bike Alaska!

Warren Carlson
This coming-of-age novel is the story of a young man’s motorcycle trip to
Alaska.
The day after his high school graduation in Mt. Shasta City, California,
Jack Iverson set off for Alaska and a job at a fishing lodge near Denali
National Park. His ride was a Honda Shadow, and his journey was 3,242
miles through rugged and beautiful terrain. As he travels the Alaska
Highway and works in Alaska, Jack’s encounters with people, nature, life,
and death are all part of his greater journey from youth to adulthood.

A Boy A Bike Alaska!
Warren Carlson
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: Teen and up
6 x 9 in, 110 pages
978-1954896079Paperback
$10.99 USD

Warren Carlson has led an adventurous life, including a solitary motorcycle
ride to Alaska where he met some of the characters depicted in this book.
His other adventures include ski instructor, actor-director-playwright,
special needs teacher, newspaper reporter, and tour guide. He holds a
B.A. in Creative Writing from the University of California, Santa Barbara.
His literary credits include numerous short stories and poetry. (Northern
Journeys, Spectrum, Jefferson Journal.) Carlson says: “I’ve written the book
that I would have loved to read when I was fifteen.”

Alaska Hoops - Coaching Tips and Tales from
the Girls’ Locker Room

Becky Crabtree
Coach Becky’s fond memoir of coaching girls’ basketball in rural Alaska.
In this lighthearted collection of true stories from her two decades of
coaching basketball on the North Slope of Alaska, Coach Becky takes you
inside the mind of a high school basketball coach in a place where basketball
is more than just a game. With quick-break humor and unguarded respect
for the culture, her stories come alive and take the reader on an only-inAlaska field trip.
Review: Crabtree has done an outstanding job of capturing the moment
and sharing it through her personal basketball experiences in rural
Alaskan villages. – Aimee Romeijn-Boen, Sheridan College Junior
College All-American.
Alaska Hoops - Coaching Tips and
Tales from the Girls’ Locker Room
Becky Crabtree
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: Teen and up
6.14 in x 9.21 in, 98 pages
978-1888215113 Paperback
$11.95 USD

Becky Crabtree is an educator, coach, and author who is passionate about
equality for women and local history. After over three decades of teaching
and coaching, she retired to her birthplace of West Virginia where she has
pursued her writing career. Her books include fiction with the Stella and
Jonas Series and non-fiction biography of Henry Lake Dickason, Try and Be
Somebody, and her assistance with William B. Robertson’s memoir, Lifting
Every Voice.

Fiction with an Alaskan side

Stella & Jonas Series

Becky Hatcher Crabtree
Drunk on Peace and Quiet, the first book in the Stella and Jonas series,
introduces Stella on her mountain in West Virginia and her developing love
story with Jonas, an Alaskan Inupiaq man.
Drunk on Peace and Quiet was awarded an Eric Hoffer Award Honorable
Mention.
Hungover with Grandma brings the story to Utqiagvik, Alaska, for a
honeymoon trip to meet Jonas’ family. It received a Foreword Indies Finalist
Multicultural Award for Adult Fiction.
Pick Your Poison concludes the series in West Virginia where the couple
now lives with Jonas’ mother. It received the Feathered Quill Bronze Third
Place Book Award for Romance.

Becky Hatcher Crabtree
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: Teen and up
5.5 in x 8.5 in, 220 pages
Paperback
$9.95 USD each

Becky Hatcher Crabtree is an educator, coach, and author who is passionate
about equality for women and local history. After over three decades of
teaching and coaching, much of that in rural Alaska, she retired to her
birthplace of West Virginia where she has pursued her writing career. Her
books include Alaska Hoops – Coaching Tips and Tales from the Girls’ Locker
Room, Try and Be Somebody, and John Campbell Miller: Builder of Fancy
Homes in Rural West Virginia with co-author Fred Ziegler.

Alaska Plants

The Wonders of Nettles

Janice J. Schofield
Stinging nettles are found on all continents (except Antarctica).
They are abundant in Alaska and are a superfood and healthcare aid for
you, your pets, and your gardens. These wild plants are despised by many
but revered by the wise. Nettles contain every nutrient from A to Zinc.
Learn how to:
identify nettles and gather them safely
use nettles in the kitchen for delicious, nutritious creations
use nettles to boost your immune system, enhance health and beauty
use nettles for feeding dogs, cats, birds, and livestock
use nettles for garden health, native butterfly survival, and more
The Wonders of Nettles is the product of forty years of using nettles and
sharing them with others. Nesto (nettle pesto) and nettle tea are two of
Janice’s foundational health practices.
The Wonders of Nettles
Janice J. Schofield
Eaton
Reading age: Teen and up
5 in x 8 in, 219 pages
978-0473575533 Paperback
$22.95USD

Janice J. Schofield (Eaton) is an author, artist, photographer, poet, and wild
plants teacher. Her books include the classic Discovering Wild Plants (2003),
Alaska’s Wild Plants (revised 2020), Beyond Road’s End (2009), and the
children’s picture book A Home for Henry (2017). Janice spent two decades
in Alaska and now resides in New Zealand.

Biography and Memoir

Atlin Where Everyone Knows Your Dog’s Name

Bradford D. Smith
The story of a boy and the town that raised him.
With natural story-telling ease and wit, Brad tells his story of growing up
in an isolated, northern gold rush town, surrounded by his family’s many
huskies and malamutes. Hunting, fishing, trapping, and mushing were all
part of everyday life in Atlin, BC. His Atlin childhood was an innocent time
when imagination was king, and the wilderness was a playground. From
exploring and swimming in the summer to hooky bobbing, skating, and
curling in winter, Brad and his buddies knew how to have fun.

Atlin Where Everyone Knows Your
Dog’s Name
Bradford D. Smith
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: Teen and up
6.14 in x 9.21 in, 382 pages
978-1888215816 Paperback
$24.95 USD

Review: ... more than just a story about a boy’s life in the Canadian
north, it is a glimpse into the life and history of a caring community
who worked together to accomplish unimaginable feats. It honors the
hardworking, fun loving men and women of Atlin, B.C..– Terry Milos,
author of North of Familiar.
Bradford Smith became a writer later in life, after focusing on his career and
raising his sons. He approaches writing through the eye of a common man
who has led an uncommon life. Brad yearns to tell stories and to entertain
the reader. Atlin is his first published book, and he will soon publish a teen
mystery novel.

Saga of an Aviation Survivor

Saga of an Aviation Survivor
Howard John Hunt
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: Teen and up
7 in x 10 in, 226 pages
978-1888215847 Paperback
$18.95 USD

Howard John “Mike” Hunt
The story of a World War II pilot who became an Alaskan aviation pioneer.
Hunt was a dynamic “can do”
man who grew up in the cornfields
of Iowa. His remarkable life was
full of adventures from his wartime
experiences, to Alaska bush pilot
escapades, to homesteading and
gold mining. His love of flying took
him around the world as an Army
Air Corps pilot, flying every kind
of plane in the army’s inventory,
including the Memphis Belle B-17.
After the war ended, Hunt and a small group of World War II veterans
obtained surplus military airplanes and started a non-scheduled airline in
Alaska named Air Transport Associates.
Howard John “Mike” Hunt (1922-2019) was a World War II pilot and
Alaska aviation pioneer. He was passionate about restoring warbirds and
donated three to the Alaska Wing of the Commemorative Air Force. He has
been honored with many awards including the Lifetime Achievement Award
from the Alaska Aviation Museum Hall of Fame.

Biography and Memoir

Alaska Cruise 1909

Bertha Adele Penny and Constance Taylor
A captivating journey to Alaska aboard the Steamer Northwestern in 1909.
This story, re-discovered after 100 years, was written by Bertha Adele
Penny as she shared her personal experience of a cruise taken by newspaper
editors at the end of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition of 1909. It is
a delightful piece of Americana, told in the voice of turn-of-the-century
America and full of humor and poignant beauty.
Compiled by Constance Taylor, the story comes to life with vintage
photographs, newspaper clippings, and an appendix of articles written by
others who shared the grand adventure to Alaska’s cities, glaciers, mines,
and farmlands.
Alaska Cruise 1909
Bertha Adele Penny
Constance Taylor (Compiler)
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age Teen and up
6.69 in x 9.61 in, 84 pages
978-1888215793 Paperback
$10.00 USD

Awards: Next Generation Indie Book Award Finalist Memoirs
Historical/Legacy, Kops-Fethererling Book Awards Gold.
Constance Taylor is a publisher, author, and photographer. She moved to
Alaska in 1963 and became a commercial fisherman on Prince William
Sound. Later she opened a print shop and art gallery and eventually created
Fathom Publishing Company.

Try and Be Somebody

Becky Hatcher Crabtree
The inspiring story of Dr. Henry Lake Dickason, the first president of
Bluefield State College and early leader in black education.
Henry Dickason, the grandson of slaves, was born in West Virginia two
decades after the Civil War. He learned early on about the oppression of
segregation, especially the limited opportunity for black children to get
an education. Through hard work and commitment to education and
the support of his family, he became a driving force in racial pride and in
ensuring that education was available to all who desired to learn.
Award: 2019 Next Generation Indie Book Award Finalist African
American.

Try and Be Somebody
Becky Hatcher Crabtree
Fathom Publishing Company
Reading age: Teen and up
7.5 in x 9.25 in, 84 pages
978-1888215373 Paperback
$14.95 USD

Becky Hatcher Crabtree is an educator, coach, and author who is passionate
about equality for women and local history. After over three decades of
teaching and coaching, she retired to her birthplace of West Virginia where
she has pursued her writing career. Her books include fiction with the Jonas
and Stella Series and her assistance with William B. Robertson’s memoir,
Lifting Every Voice.

Resource
Conflicting Landscapes, American Schooling/Alaska Natives

Conflicting Landscapes : American
Schooling/Alaska Natives
Clifton Bates, Michael J. Oleksa
6 in x 9 in, 264 pages
978-1578333967 Paperback
$19.95 USD

Clifton Bates and Michael J. Oleksa
There is ample evidence demonstrating concerns about how the American
school system interacts with Alaska Natives.
Suicides, addictive/risky behaviors, incarceration, school dropouts,
and poor academic performance are all too frequent occurrences in the
indigenous population. This book avoids negative statistics. It provides a
history of Native education; a description of what occurs in Native schools;
and offers specific recommendations to improve Alaska Native education.
Historical photographs and anecdotes help illustrate the text content.
The authors have decades of experience in Alaska Native education. It is
researched and experienced-based. It has been regarded as the definitive
resource for educators working with Alaska Native students.
Clifton Bates came to Alaska in 1977. He was a secondary teacher, a school
district administrator, and a full-time university professor (UAF); positions
all dealing with Alaska Native education. Authored Like Painted Kites and Sky
Changes on the Kuskokwim.
Very Reverend, Dr. Michael Oleksa taught Alaska Native history and crosscultural communications at Alaska Pacific University and the University of
Alaska system. He has presented lectures world-wide. He authored several
books, including Another Culture/Another World.

Coming Soon

Sik-Sik’s Summer – An Arctic Ground Squirrel Tale

Sik-Sik’s Summer
Constance Taylor & Wendy Kenny
Reading age: 1 - 12 years
Grade level: K- 6

Constance Taylor & Wendy Kenny
A photographic storybook about an Arctic Ground Squirrel and her
summer in Alaska.
Sik-Sik woke up from her long hibernation as the snow melted on the
alpine tundra. Spring turned to summer; the world turned green, and
the mountains bloomed. There were only a few months of summer, and
Sik-Sik would be busy. Children and adults alike will enjoy the delightful
photographs and story of Sik-Sik.

Ordering Information
Ordering from Fathom
Discount Schedule: 5-11 books 35%, 12 or over 45%.
You may mix books to reach the total for discount.
Terms: Net 60 days
Delivery schedule: Please allow 3-4 weeks
Shipping: USPS Media Mail
To order online, please complete the order form at
fathompublishing.com/orders
Or email us at connie@fathompublishing.com with your
contact information, titles, and quantities.
We will send you a completed order form and invoice.
Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Ordering from Ingram Distribution
Orders can also be placed through your Ingram account.
Returns are only accepted when shipped direct to Fathom
following the terms below.
Returns Policy
Books may be returned to Fathom Publishing for credit no
sooner than three months and no later than one year after
the invoice date.
Books must be in clean, saleable condition. Credit on
account will be issued for accepted returns. No cash refunds.
Rejected returns may be returned at your expense.

Order Form
Fathom Publishing Company

PO Box 200448 | Anchorage, AK 99520-0448 USA
Phone and Fax 907-272-3305
connie@fathompublishing.com

Book Order

Date ________________________
Business Name_________________________________________ Contact Person_______________________
Email________________________________________Telephone_______________________________________
Mailing Address __________________________________________________________________________
ShippingAddress____________________________________________________________________________
Qty

Title / Author / Genre
A Boy A Bike Alaska! / Carlson / Young Adult Fiction, Travel
A Home for Henry / Schofield / Children’s Fiction

Retail
$10.99
$9.99

Alaska Cruise 1909 / Penny / Travel Memoir

$10.00

Alaska Hoops: Coaching Tips and Tales from the Girl’s Locker Room / Crabtree /Non-Fiction

$11.95

Arctic Dinosaurs of Alaska / Matthews / Middle Grade Fiction

$16.99

Atlin Where Everyone Knows Your Dog’s Name / Smith / Memoir

$24.95

Coloring Alaska’s Cordova / Anderson / Coloring Book

$16.99

Conflicting Landscapes, American Schooling/Alaska Natives / Bates and Oleksa / Non-Fiction

$19.95

Explore Alaska / Schofield / Activity Book

$14.95

Growing up in Alaska, A Baby Arctic Tern / Taylor / Children’s Nature Fiction

$10.99

Luna’s Star / Rasch / Children’s Fiction

$10.99

Midnight on the Alaska Highway / Taylor / Children’s Graphic Novel

$9.99

Penelope’s Hope / Guderian / Children’s Fiction

$5.99

Saga of an Aviation Survivor / Hunt / Autobiography

$18.95

Stella & Jonas Series / Drunk on Peace and Quiet / Crabtree / Adult Fiction

$9.95

Stella & Jonas Series / Hung Over with Grandma / Crabtree / Adult Fiction

$9.95

Stella & Jonas Series / Pick Your Poison / Crabtree / Adult Fiction

$9.95

The Wonders of Nettles / Schofield / Non-Fiction Plants

$22.95

Try and Be Somebody / Crabtree / Biography

$14.95

Delivery Method Media Mail ___ Hand Delivered _________________________ Acknowledged

We appreciate your order. Thank you.
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